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ABSTRACT

Background: Pulmonary aspiration of gastric content can result in intraoperative and postoperative complications, such as regurgitation, gastro-esophageal reflux and esophagitis. There are variations among authors about the ideal period of solid and liquid fasting. Determination of the appropriate amount of food abstinence in surgical patients is important, because of the metabolic disorders that interfere in response to anesthetic protocol or surgical intervention. Thereby, this research aimed to evaluate the appropriate period of fasting for elective anesthesia and surgical procedures in cats, by analysis of gastric emptying time based on the daily energy requirement.

Materials, Methods & Results: Seven cats of mixed breed, health and with an average weight of 2.857 ± 0.3780 were evaluated by gastroscopy for the presence of food and obtaining tissue samples. To evaluate the gastric emptying time, dry and moist food were offered at two different times, 8 h and 4 h before each evaluation, with an interval of seven days between each food treatment (dry and moist). There was no significant difference in all biochemical parameters evaluated (cholesterol, glucose, and lactate) in both fasting times and food types (P > 0.05). All animals underwent gastric biopsy for histological evaluation and urease test, to discard morphological changes. After 4 h it was observed dry food in all cat’s stomach, however just five cats presented food in their stomach after eight hours. In other hand all the animals, which ate moist food, did not present any gastric content after four hours and eight hours of feeding. Gastric mucosa were considered normal in all cats with moderate amount of Helicobacter sp.

Discussion: The difficulty of a consensus on the fast time in cats, and the great variability of the emptying time according to the feeding type, makes this study useful as basis for future studies on fasting with wet food, as well as providing immediate clinical application in surgical routine. Only a moderate gastritis related to helicobacter sp. was detected, but even healthy animals can carry Helicobacter sp. Four h of fasting time if feed the patient with 80% humidity ration improve anesthetic security of the patient with typical biochemical values. As shown, the appropriate preoperative fasting directly implies on decrease in the number of complications related to full stomach. Thus, always should take into account the possibility to perform fast in an appropriate period to prevent vomiting and aspiration, without the risk of hypoglycemia benefiting the patient and reassuring the anesthesiologist, especially in situations requiring urgent or emergency intervention. As observed through endoscopy, even eight hours of fasting with dry feed is inappropriate due to significant gastric volume of food in almost all cats. This suggests that prolonged preoperative fasting is no guarantee of low stomach volume. Wet feed can be an option for elderly and debilitated patients requiring surgical intervention within a short period of fasting. The time varies with type and volume of food that is variable according patients and different species and digestive conditions. The research were conducted with none complications. By means, this experiment it was concluded that the fasting time of 4 h with 80% humidity moist food allows complete gastric emptying without any complication.
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INTRODUCTION

On medicine, preoperative fasting became widespread after 1946, when Mandelson related feeding and pulmonary aspiration during general anesthesia for childbirth [19]. Pulmonary aspiration of gastric content is well known as a cause of morbidity and mortality in human patients submitted to surgical intervention [5,9]. Later questions has occurred in medicine, because there is no scientific evidences to recommend long periods of food deprivation in elective patients [14,18,33]. Fasting is recommended according to animal species and there are variations between authors about the ideal period of solid and liquid food fasting. In dogs and cats fast time ranges from a minimum of 6h [3], 8 to 12h [8], around 12h [1,12,35] and 12 to 16h [21]. On animals in fast, but without water restriction there is also risk of liquid aspiration with low gastric content [20]. However, prolonged fasting can result in severe hypoglycemia and metabolic acidosis, the most common acid-base imbalance in carnivorous [17].

The determination of the appropriate period of food abstinence in surgical patients is extremely important, because it can lead to metabolic disorders that interfere directly in the animal response to inhalation anesthesia and surgical intervention. Thus, the objective of this research was to evaluate the most appropriate period of preoperative fasting for elective surgical procedures in cats exposed to two types of food at two different times prior the procedure and evaluate by direct gastroscopy visualization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This research was performed with 6 female, mixed breed, young-adult cats, with mean weight of 2.857 ± 0.3780 kg. They were maintained for 90 days at veterinary hospital, being 30 days before the beginning of the project to correct adaptation to the cattery (70 cm x 100 cm x 50 cm) and released daily in groups.

All animals received the same diet containing 31% of crude protein, 12% of fat, 3.5% of fiber, 0.2% of sodium and 0.5% of potassium. Each animal received the amount required according to daily caloric need provided at morning around 08.00 a.m and 09.00 a.m and afternoon between 17.00 p.m and 18.00 p.m. Water ad libitum was provides. About wet food, water was added to the same dry food and homogenized in a blender to maintain 80% humidity composition.

All animals underwent physical examination, and blood withdraw for complete blood count, and biochemistry assessment of alanine transferase, aspartate transferase, lactate and glucose before anesthetic procedure. Assessment of cholesterol, glucose and lactate were performed in an Accutrend Plus® device. These evaluations occurred before each weekly review. In order to discard any gastropathy, all cats used in the research underwent gastric biopsy through endoscopy (Figure 1A & B) 30 days prior experiment start. Two mucosal fragments from gastric body and pyloric antrum was removed with a 2.2 mm double-acting serrated mouth clamp. All 7 samples obtained were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and identified blindly. After fixing, the fragments underwent standard automated histological processing and the resulting slides stained with hematoxylin eosin method of Harris and analyzed under optic microscopy.

Figure 1. Feline subjected to inhalation anesthesia for exploration and biopsy of gastric cavity. (A) Patient in lateral recumbency in which makes visible the light provided by the gastroscope on the left side of the abdominal wall. (B) Visualization of stomach’s body, one of the gastric biopsy sites. (C) Thoracic esophagus and sphincter cardia. (D) Pyloric antrum and pylorus evaluation. (E) Gastroscopy in a cat enables visualization of food after 4 h of fast with dry feed and (F) after 8 h. (G) Gastric mucosa and pyloric antrum without food after 4 h of fasting with wet food and (H) again 8 h after.
After health and adaptation status confirmation, the cats were equally distributed in 4 treatments, according to type of food and time of fasting. The groups namely DF4 (dry food with 4 h of fast), DF8 (dry food with 8 h of fast), WF4 (wet food with 4 h of fast) and WF8 (wet food with 8 h of fast) and respecting a minimum interval of seven days between treatments. On the evaluation day, only 1/3 of the daily caloric requirement was provided, i.e. animals with 2.5 kg (3 cats) received 19 g of food with 80% of humidity. The interval between each group evaluation was seven days. In order to evaluate preoperative fasting, it was supplied to cats, a third of daily amount at 4 and 8 h of fast. The dry food used was a commercial diet for adult cats, which had 12% humidity. Wet food was prepared every time to feed the cat and consisted of adding warm water to the dry feed used previously. So, 68% of moisture was added to dry food, at the day before and at the day of assessment and examination by gastroscopy, in fast time of 4 h and 8 h.

In all four assessments, the animals underwent general anesthesia, premedication with ketamine (7 mg·kg⁻¹) and midazolam (0.3 mg·kg⁻¹) associated with methadone (0.3 mg·kg⁻¹), intramuscularly. Anesthesia was induced with propofol (dose-response to allow tracheal intubation) and maintained with isoflurane and 100% oxygen. Isoflurane inspired fraction was adjusted dose-response to each patient to maintain adequate anesthesia depth for 30 min period.

A NTSC video-endoscope with distal tip outer diameter of 9.7 mm and working length of 1400 mm was used for endoscopy. The exam was initiated with the animal under general anesthesia in the right lateral recumbency with the passage of the endoscope by cranial esophageal sphincter under direct visualization. Initially it was observed esophageal path to the cardia, and following the lumen of the gastric body, antrum, pylorus, duodenum (Figure 1B, C & D). After the endoscope was withdrawn to the stomach and made retroversion maneuver to assess fundus and gastric cardia. The presence or absence of any type of food in the stomach was noted in every time of fasting and correlated according to the group.

After endoscopy, all animals received tramadol hydrochloride (1 mg/kg) IM, every 12 h and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory meloxicam (0.1 mg/kg) IM every 24 h. These medications were administered within 72 h after experiment as analgesia protocol for ovary-salpingo-hysterectomy procedure. After anesthesia recovery, food and water were free. Seventy two h following fast evaluation, cats underwent clinical exam and assessed returning to spontaneous feed and presence of vomiting or fecal disarrangement.

The mean serum biochemistry data in different times of fasting were compared using student’s t-test with 95% probability, assuming paired data. For statistical analysis, we used one way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s post-test. Data are shown as mean and standard deviation. The significance level was set as 5% (P < 0.05). All statistical analysis were performed using statistical software GraphPad Prism (version 3.00 for Windows, San Diego - CA, USA).

**DISCUSSION**

The amount of wet and dry food provided was 1/3 of the daily amount of energy needed for the cats belonging to the experiment. This is due to the fact that cats habit to eat in small amounts several times a day, unlike dogs that are fed once or twice daily in accordance with owners supply.

Important to note that hematological evaluation with wet food presented values closer to normal than dry food. The normal reference interval considered in this study was are 2.1-3.3 g/dL for albumin, 73.0-134.0 mg/dL for glucose and 40.0-86.9 mg/dL for cholesterol [16]. As noted, 4 h fast with crushed wet food does not have the risk of gastro-esophageal reflux and shows typical values of albumin, cholesterol, glucose and lactate.

Video-endoscopy was performed without any complications and allowed wide visualization of cardia and gastric cavity (Figure 1C 7 1D) verifying the absence of gross lesions that interfere with the trial.

The healthiness of the gastric mucosa is important as the gastric emptying time may be altered due to various factors such as: the presence of duodenal ulcers [15], pseudo-obstructions, gastritis [23] gestation [22] pain, and stress conditions of animals (restless or anxious) [2,13]. Only a moderate gastritis probably related to the presence of *Helicobacter sp.*, in docile patients that allowed appropriate management, with successive collections of samples. Regarding the presence of *Helicobacter sp.*, healthy animals have proven to be carriers of this organism [32].
In research published with dogs [2,11], canned meat and dry cereal present in the stomach of these animals were digested after 10 h and 52 min after the water intake, with observations of individual variations. In humans, the composition is also significant: it is known that the depletion of lipids is slower, faster in proteins and intermediate with carbohydrates [24]. However, in cats, the emptying time can vary among individual, according to studies [30], which observed that the total time of gastrointestinal transit is variable, although older cats have greater individual variability than younger ones. Another study assessing the gastrointestinal transit of seven young adult cats reported total transit time up to 40 h [7]. However, a study evaluated the oro-cecal transit time in cats measuring breath hydrogen content, and detected no differences between young cats (2-5 years) and senior cats (12-15 years) [29]. Corroborating with this, our study used young adult female cats which reduces this variability in the intestinal transit time and using food, both dry (12%) and wet (80%), with equal lipid, protein and carbohydrate content. Thus, in cats, the humidity factor appears to be responsible for the rapid digestion, regardless of the lipid, protein and carbohydrate content.

Literature recommends fasting time of 8 to 12 h and water of 4 h in dogs, and 6 to 8 h for food and hydric fasting in cats respectively [34]. As observed in this experiment, 8 h of fast with dry feed is inappropriate because five of seven cats had significant food volume in the stomach even after 8 h of fasting with dry food. Therefore, at the preoperative fasting recommendation is important to determine the type of food to be supplied as last intake until fasting. The presence of gastric contents in anesthetized patients may cause intraoperative complications, such as regurgitation and aspiration of gastric content, and postoperative, as gastro-esophageal reflux and esophagitis. In dogs there is large variation in the intensity of gastric emptying according to the type of ingested food. Dry diets were more commonly associated with increased gastric volume than canned or liquid ones, suggesting that prolonged preoperative fasting in no guarantee of low stomach volume [31]. This effect was also observed in our study with cats, in both fasting times of 4 and 8 h, s when using wet feed, stomach presented without the presence of food contents (Figure 1E & H).

Glucose level were within normal limits, was determined at time of clinical evaluation and selection of patients and 8 h with dry food (91.71 ± 22.78) and 4 h with wet food (103.3 ± 23.94) with no statistical difference between time. Hypoglycemic animals may have depression, prolonged anesthetic recovery, weakness, muscle tremors, changes in blood pressure, behavioral changes and seizures [4,8]. In anesthetized animals, there is no evident clinical signs of hypoglycemia, and this can only be diagnosed by blood glucose measurements [28]. Fasting induces low levels of plasma glucose, mobilizes liver’s glycogen stores and reduces circulation of fatty acids, which can change biotransformation rate of drugs [34]. In this research, we do not observe changes in glucose, lactate and cholesterol levels, especially when wet food was ingested, and the stomach was already empty with 4h of fasting.

An author reports that fasting in humans does not guarantee completely stomach empty for anesthesia induction and in health patients undergoing elective surgery, a gastric fluid volume greater than 2 mL can be found even after prolonged fasting time [14]. Extrapolating this data to veterinary medicine, all seven cats presented completely empty stomach at both times of 4 and 8 h after last intake with wet feed. We could not visualize any presence of liquid, however six stomachs showed slight amount of hair. Wet feed can be an option to nutritional management of elderly and debilitated patients requiring surgical intervention with a shorter preoperative fasting. However, 4 h or 8 h of fast did not interfere with glucose levels in animals fed with dry and wet food with 80% humidity.

The difficulty to determine a consensus of fast time in cats and the great variability of stomach emptying time according to feed type makes this study to be used as basis for future research on fasting with wet food, as well as providing immediate clinical application of 4 h fasting with 80% humidity diet in surgical routine, setting up anesthetic safety for patient. As shown, the appropriate preoperative fasting directly implies decrease in number of complications related to full stomach. Thus, one should always take into consideration the possibility of fast in an appropriate period to prevent vomiting and aspiration, without risk of hypoglycemia to bring benefits to patient’s health and security to anesthesiologist, especially in situations requiring urgent intervention and emergencies. The time of fast varies with type of diet, volume of food, and variation between patients of different species and digestive conditions.
CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of this research we can conclude that pre-anesthetic fasting can be of 4 h when the last intake was wet food with 80% humidity and above 8 h to dry food, taking in account that gastric emptying may not be completed. Using wet feed with 80% humidity and 4 h of fast the stomach presents completely empty.
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